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How to get startedHow to get startedHow to get startedHow to get started

Welcome to Night Zookeeper!
We’re sure your child is going to love the journey.

Visit nightzookeeper.com, and press ‘Child Login’.

Next, enter the username you have been provided. 
You can then create a password. Try to choose a 
password that will be easy to remember.
However, in the parent dashboard you can reset passwords anytime. (More on that later.)



The TutorialThe TutorialThe TutorialThe Tutorial

Your child will get to create their own unique Night 
Zookeeper avatar with our drawing tool. This will be 
displayed next to all the pieces of writing they 
produce. It can be edited at any time later.

Once completed, your child will reach the main 
menu. From here they can launch all the different 
activities on nightzookeeper.com, but first they’ll 
need to press “Your Zoo.”



After clicking on the egg, your child will be 
challenged to create their first magical animal. 

They begin by drawing their animal. 

They’ll answer questions about it, give it a 
name and write their first animal report.



They’ll be given goals to try and achieve in their 
writing, such as writing a certain number of words, 
using specific adjectives, verbs and other words that 
will help to improve their writing skills. 

We automatically assess the writing to 
determine if a goal has been achieved. 
The goals are different depending on the age 
of the child. If you feel the goals are too easy 
or difficult, you can change the age of the 
child in your parent dashboard (I promise, 
more on that in a bit.).



Children can grow their Night Zoo by 
completing learning challenges, writing 
lessons, and creating and collecting 
magical animals.

Children can quickly access new writing 
prompts featuring their Night Zoo animals, 
add book reports in ‘Reading Light’ or take 
part in Star Writing Competitions.
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Your ZooYour Zoo

WriteWrite

Children can see their progress in a 
monthly global league table featuring 
Night Zookeepers around the world.

3000

LeagueLeague

Children can access new lessons sent 
from our team of tutors and review 
their completed lessons.

Children can read and comment on the 
most recent writing from their team 
members that has been showcased in 
their team blog. A great place for reading 
and peer feedback!

Children can play our selection of word 
games and compete in weekly competitions 
to be top of the global leaderboard. 

GamesGames

LessonsLessons

Children can see messages from their 
tutor, friends, and notifications of 
awards they have won.

Children can see all the writing, drawings 
and lessons they have completed.

MessagesMessages

BlogsBlogs

ProfileProfile
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ChallengesChallengesChallengesChallenges

After children create their first animal they will begin 
to receive age-appropriate challenges from the 
animals that they create.

These challenges are designed to develop your child’s 
vocabulary, improve grammar skills, and help them to 
start producing better writing. 

As they work their way through the learning goals, 
writing as much as they can, and answering correctly 
as much as they can, your child will be able to power 
up their animals (useful for monster battles!), and 
collect Orbs.



If your child makes mistakes, the questions will come 
up again until they complete the learning goals.

Our curriculum is designed to cover all the basics that 
your child will need for reading and writing, and will 
progressively get harder as they play through the 
program.

For example, 6 year olds will be given challenges such 
as using capital letters correctly, whilst 10 year olds will 
be asked to complete reading comprehension tasks.

You can find a full list of learning goals by age group in 
the appendix of this manual.

Orbs can be used to 
collect items to 

customize the animals 
that your child creates, or 

even to collect animals 
created by other children 
from around the world.

ChallengesChallengesChallengesChallenges

What are Orbs?What are Orbs?What are Orbs?What are Orbs?



Weekly LessonsWeekly LessonsWeekly LessonsWeekly Lessons

Your child will receive twice-weekly lessons from 
our team of educators in the ‘Lessons’ area of the 
menu. The subject may be topical, such as ‘Penguin 
Awareness Day’, or it may be based on a specific skill, 
such as learning how to write persuasively, or how to 
include more adverbs in their writing.

We recommend that 
children try to 
complete these 
every week.



Look out for notifications from their tutor 
in the “Messages” area of the menu.

FeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedback
They’ll receive advice and feedback from our tutors 
to help them improve their writing for next time. 
Our tutor feedback is completely personalized for 
your child.

The feedback may simply be identifying spelling 
and punctuation mistakes, asking follow up 
questions, or showing other ways that they could 
improve their writing. The tutors always provide 
positive encouragement.

Children receive extra rewards if they go back and 
edit their work. This is a great motivation for them 
to really analyse their own writing, and continue to 
improve it.



Star Writing & CompetitionsStar Writing & CompetitionsStar Writing & CompetitionsStar Writing & Competitions

GamesGamesGamesGames

Every month we run 
competitions across the 
website with prizes! Your child 
should check out the “Star 
Writing’ button every week to 
see what the new writing 
prompt is, and press ‘Write’ to 
take part.

Look out on the main menu ‘widget’ for other 
competitions throughout the year, such as World 
Creative Writing Month, and The International 
Writing Cup.

Star WritingStar Writing

10 DAYS
10 WRITING STYLES

10 WINNERS!

write

In the Game Center your child can 
play a variety of word and sentence 
based games, designed to be fun 
and educational. They can try to 
top the World Leaderboard each 
week, or even play live sentence 

games against children all over the world. You 
can adjust the difficulty settings in the Parent 
Dashboard. (I promise we are nearly at that bit!)



All good work that our amazing community of 
budding writers produce is shared on your child’s 
team blog. They can read and leave comments on 
each other’s writing to help encourage each other. 
All writing is checked and moderated by our team of 
educators.

           Your child can then follow their writing 
           friends to help them easily leave comments 
           on each other’s work.

Other children cannot see your child’s friend list. If 
you or your child do not want a particular “friend” 
added to your account, you can remove that request 
privately.  

You can turn "friending" off by logging into your 
parent dashboard. 

A Global AudienceA Global AudienceA Global AudienceA Global Audience



Parent DashboardParent DashboardParent DashboardParent Dashboard

Privacy SettingsPrivacy SettingsPrivacy SettingsPrivacy Settings

In your welcome email you will 
receive a link to set up your parent 
dashboard. Follow these steps to 
set it up.

Here you can track your child’s 
progress, easily see any new 
lessons or messages from their 
tutor, or even leave comments on 
your child’s writing pieces.

From the settings you can change 
the password and age of your 
child. You can also adjust the 
difficulty of the games as well 
change any privacy settings.

We moderate all content that comes through the 
platform: writing, drawing and comments. This ensures 
that we keep the environment safe and children-friendly. 

While there is the ability for children to leave comments 
on another child’s work, each comment is moderated by 
our team and is only approved if it is deemed acceptable. 
There is no "live chat" feature.

We also do not collect personal information like names 
and addresses for children, and flag any content that 
looks personal. 

Children are assigned randomly generated magical 
usernames to ensure anonymity. 

While we allow children to upload their hand-drawn 
drawings, we do not publish any photos of children’s 
faces or personal identifiers.

If you or your child does not want their work to be 
public, you can change the privacy settings in your 
parent dashboard.



Code of ConductCode of ConductCode of ConductCode of Conduct

Inside the Night Zoo everyone should feel welcome 
and safe. We ask and expect our children to be 
respectful and polite to all of their fellow Night 
Zookeepers. 

Everything they write or draw should be their own 
work and not copied from anywhere else or anyone 
else. If we suspect plagiarism, we will ask the child to 
edit the work (and/or) delete the content.

Should you have any questions about our privacy 
and code of conduct terms, please refer to our terms 
and conditions:

Technical HelpTechnical HelpTechnical HelpTechnical Help

We recommend using Night Zookeeper on Google 
Chrome, the latest version of Safari, or Mozilla 
Firefox. The website will not perform well on 
Internet Explorer. It works best across all laptops, 
iPads, and Google Chromebooks.

We recommend trying the website during the 7 
day free trial to make sure it is compatible with 
your device.

https://www.nightzookeeper.com/terms-and-conditions



Pro TipsPro TipsPro TipsPro Tips

Have your child log in a minimum of twice a 
week to complete their lessons

Make sure your child checks the ‘Messages’ button 
for tutor comments and personalized feedback

Have your child edit their writing based on 
feedback-this will develop their writing skills 
much faster and prevent them from making the 
same mistakes

Encourage your child to friend other children and 
practice on giving constructive feedback.

SuperfansSuperfansSuperfansSuperfans
If your child is loving Night Zookeeper and you 
both would like to be more involved, you can apply 
to be a Superfan. 

This will unlock special perks for both you and your 
child, like free resources and signed books! Once 
you become a Superfan, your child will receive a 
special banner around their avatar on the platform. 

For any other questions please email us at 
support@nightzookeeper.com
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We moderate all content that comes through the 
platform: writing, drawing and comments. This ensures 
that we keep the environment safe and children-friendly. 

While there is the ability for children to leave comments 
on another child’s work, each comment is moderated by 
our team and is only approved if it is deemed acceptable. 
There is no "live chat" feature.

We also do not collect personal information like names 
and addresses for children, and flag any content that 
looks personal. 

Children are assigned randomly generated magical 
usernames to ensure anonymity. 

While we allow children to upload their hand-drawn 
drawings, we do not publish any photos of children’s 
faces or personal identifiers.

If you or your child does not want their work to be 
public, you can change the privacy settings in your 
parent dashboard.
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